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Trustees 
opposed to 
Prop. 61
By Suzanne Carson
sta ff Writer
The California State Universi­
ty Board of Trustees has adopted 
a resolution against Proposition 
61 because the board believes the 
ballot proposal will have a nega­
tive impact on public employees.
Trustees of the 19 campuses 
adopted a resolution July 9 
which stated that the “ California 
Fair Pay Amendment” is not 
fair, and if approved, “ it would 
have a profound negative effect.” 
Trustees also agreed to support 
the efforts of organized groups 
opposed to the amendment.
S e v e n t y - t h r e e - y e a r - o l d  
Republican Paul Gann submitted 
the 971,000 signatures qualifying 
the initiative for the November 
ballot. The initiative calls for 
placing an $80,000 ceiling on the 
governor’s yearly salary and a 
$52,500 limit on the salaries of 
other elected state officials. Last 
year the governor earned $49,100 
and other elected officials earned 
$42,500. But under current law 
the salaries would be raised to 
$85,000 per year and $72,500 per 
year respectively by Jan. 1, 1987. 
Gann believes that his initiative 
would curb “ runaway salaries 
and pensions in California.”
Under the initiative the max­
imum compensation of ail other 
elected or appointed state and 
local government employees and 
individual public contractors 
would be limited to 80 percent of 
the governor’s salary. Vacation 
and sick leave benefits are also 
limited.
The CSU Trustees strongly 
oppose the initiative. According 
to a CSU report from the 
Chancellor’s Office, approval of 
Prop. 61 would adversely affect 
the system: “ It would markedly 
hamper CSU’s abilty to hire and 
retain faculty; it would cause 
able personnel to leave careers in 
teaching, support and ad­
ministrative positions; and it 
would compel all employees to 
lose basic benefits of sick leave 
See OPPOSITION, page 7
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Summcr Mustang
Rock star Husy Lewis belts It out Friday night at the San Luis Obispo County Mid-State Fair. The 
fair continues through Sunday.
Foundation 
to rethink 
divestment 
decision
By Mary Eddy
Staff Writer
At the recommendation of the 
Cal Poly Foundation Board in­
vestment committee, the Foun­
dation Board of Directors on 
Sept. 26 will reassess their May 
decision not to divest from com­
panies doing business in South 
Africa.
“ The investment committee 
will be recommending divesting 
their equities over an 18-month 
period,” said James Neal, a 
member of the Foundation Board 
and the investment committee. 
According to Neal, by using the 
18-month plan, complete divest­
ment would occur by the end of 
1988.
Neal said that although he 
personally does not believe that 
now is a good time to divest 
because of the market situation, 
the board will definitely be tak­
ing a stronger stand for divest­
ment. “ (Cal Poly President War­
ren) Baker will also be asking the 
board to reconsider their deci­
sion,” said Neal.
As for other board members, 
Neal said, “ 1 can’t second guess 
the other board members, but 1 
think that some members are for 
divestment and some aren’t.”
Neal added that Gov. George 
Deukmejian’s recent strong 
s ta n d  ag a in s t a p a r th e id , 
especially his support for the 
University of California Board of 
Regents’ decision to divest, has 
made an impact on the Founda­
tion. “ At first the board was in 
favor of selective investments, 
but now we’ll have to recon­
sider,” said Neal.
James Strom, another Foun­
dation Board and investment 
committee member, echoed 
Neal’s belief that the committee 
will recommend divestment. 
“ The investment committee is 
going to take a more stringent 
recommendation to the full board 
See FOUNDATION, page 5
Poly gives preliminary funding
More plans for arts center
By Gwen Dawkins
Staff Writer
Cal Poly and the City of San Luis Obispo have reached the next 
stage in their cooperative venture to build a theater for the perform­
ing arts.
In July the City Council hired a neutral consultant firm to find the 
best and most feasible location for a large theater. The firm selected 
Cal Poly as the best site. The next stage is to devise an agreement 
between Cal Poly, the city and the county.
Last week the City Council authorized further studies by the con­
sulting firm of Goodhue, Haisley and Barker. The firm will be
See C EN TER , back page
A Cal Poly agricultural 
management student 
was crowned Maid of 
San Luis Obispo County 
at the Mid-State Fair. 
See page 5.
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IN A WORD
ble*lum — n., a lazy, talkative person.
WEATHER
Weekend weather calls for low clouds and fog in 
the mornings, clearing by the afternoons with 
highs between 75 and 85 and lows in the mid-50s.
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editorial-
A modern-day horror story
T hese days it seems that everything has a sequel. First there was “ Rocky” and
“ Rocky II,” “ Rocky III” and so on. Even
a movie as gruesome as “ Friday the 13th” has 
managed to spawn five sequels. Now, on the
November ballot, voters will decide on Proposi­
tion 61, the sequel to Proposition 13.
Like any good sequel, first there is the
flashback to what has come before. Paul Gann 
and Howard Jarvis carried hatchets and 
machetes, promising to cut property taxes. There 
was the warning by the old man (Jerry Brown) 
“ Don’t mess around with that; it’s dangerous.” 
But voters will be voters and Prop. 13 won in a 
landslide. But Jarvis and Gann turned out to be 
wearing hockey masks. They ran through 
California schools, systematically butchering 
every program of any merit. They slaughtered 
sports programs and axed funds the schools des­
perately needed. Parents saw the bloodshed and 
said their children shouldn’t be subjected to such 
horrors. Alas it was already law.
Back to present day. Paul Gann sits sharpening 
his knife, eagerly awaiting the November vote 
that will set him loose once again. This time his 
target is teachers, administrators and all other 
California state employees. Prop. 61 will set ceil­
ings on teachers’ salaries at $64,000. This would
make it impossible to hire qualified teachers in 
fields such as engineering, medecine and law, 
where private industry pays higher salaries.
Gann has said “ If people feel they can do so 
well to get along better in the private enterprise 
system, why then, we’ll sacrifice and try to get 
along without them.” Well that’s awful big of 
him. At 73, Gann is hardly worried about getting 
a quality education.
If this initiative passes, high-quality teachers 
will leave the California school system. Many 
professors, including some at Cal Poly, will face 
salary reductions. Industry, other states and 
private schools will be more than willing to take 
the cream of the crop off our hands.
Gubernatorial candidate Tom Bradley has come 
out against Prop. 61. So has the California Facul­
ty Association, the California State University 
Board of Trustees and the California State Stu­
dent Association.
The Summer Mustang Editorial Board strongly 
encourages that students and faculty actively 
work in the coming months to defeat Prop. 61. 
Anyone who votes for the initiative, or doesn’t 
bother to vote, has no right to ever complain 
about the quality of education.
If we want good teachers we have to pay com­
petitive salaries. It’s simple economics.
Summertime and the livin’ is easy
N ow that it’s chic to finish your degree after you’ve gone through graduation, 
summer classes are packed with 
seniors. At least that’s what the 
roll sheets say. After the first 
week of class, you’re lucky if you 
can find one on campus. Going to 
summer school after graduation 
is like being 16 and having your 
parents go away for the weekend. 
“ Now, Norman. Your father and 
1 trust you. You can have a cou­
ple of friends over but no wild 
parties. Don’t forget to feed the 
cat. Oh, and you’ll need the keys 
so you can wash the car. Now, be 
a good boy while we’re gone.”
The other day I overheard a 
couple of recent graduates talk­
ing on the phone:
“ Do we have a paper due m 
English tomorrow?”
“ Yeh ... Wait a second. I 
thought it was due Wednesday.” 
“ Wednesday? When did he say 
that?”
“ Let’s see ... last Thursday.” 
“ Oh. I wasn’t there Thursday. 
I had a nasty hangover. We had 
a couple of pitchers of margaritas 
at Los _Hermanos. Why’d he 
change the due date?”
“ I don’t know. I wasn’t there 
either. Scott told me.”
“ Scott was there?”
“No, I think his roommate 
went.”
A N D Y  F R O K JE R
Summer Mustang 
columnist
“ Whatever. So, it’s definitely 
due Wednesday.”
“ I hope so. I haven’t started 
yet. Have you?”
“ I haven’t even started the one 
that was due last week.”
“ You’re crazy.”
“ That’s OK. No one else I 
talked to had done it either.”
“ Great. If you guys all get F’s 
I’ll probably get an A.”
“ Well, he said we could turn it 
in late.”
“ I think he meant the next 
day, not next year.”
“ Oh, you should talk. When 
was your senior project due, eh 
bud?”
“ That’s different.”
“ Yeh, right. Let me guess. 
They call it a senior project 
because by the time you turn it 
in you’re a senior citizen.”
“ Very funny, pal. How long did 
it take to churn out your 12-page 
masterpiece? Two hours?”
“ Hey, at least it’s done.” 
“ Terrific. ‘D’ for done.”
“ Give it up. What’s this 
English paper about anyway?”
“ It’s a comparison/contrast, I 
think.”
“ I thought that was optional. I 
thought we could write on either 
story if we wanted to.”
“ Well, he said that originally 
but 1 think he changed his 
mind.”
“ We’d better call Scott.”
“ We can’t. He’s in Mexico for 
two weeks.”
“ Lucky stiff. Do you know 
anyone else in class?”
“ No. I’ve only been there three 
times.”
“ You bum!”
“ Well, how many times have 
you gone?”
“ I dunno, five or six.”
“ Six times! Stop the presses! 
‘John Marsh Sets New Atten­
dance Record. Film at Eleven.’ ” 
“ Shut up. At least I was there 
for the midterm.”
“ Hey, cheap shot. You didn’t 
have to drive back from L.A. at 
four in the morning.”
“ What were you doing in L.A. 
at four in the morning on a 
Tuesday?”
“ None of your business.”
“ Who was she?”
“ Shut up. Are you going to 
class tomorrow?”
“ Yeh, I guess so. I think we’re 
going to get our tests back.”
“ Good. You can pick up mine 
too. I’m going to the beach.”
letters to the editor
Bridge participants 
were misrepresented
Editor: When I picked up the 
August 7 issue of Summer Mustang 
I was surprised and somewhat 
elated to find an article on the 
Summer Bridge Program here at Cal 
Poly, in which I am taking part. 
However, my elation was short-liv­
ed. The article depicted a different 
purpose to the program, and
ultimately, a different type of stu­
dent attending the program than we, 
the Bridge participants, understand 
to exist.
The students in the Bridge pro­
gram are all very intelligent, highly 
motivated people. I am not making 
these claims because I am one 
myself, but because I have had the 
opportunity to work with and around 
my peers in Bridge. I believe the ar­
ticle left us looking like poor 
achievers who need extra help to 
make it through college, rather than
students new to the Cal Poly cam­
pus who have been given an ex­
cellent opportunity to become fa­
miliar with the academic and social 
life here.
The Summer Bridge Program is 
not a program designed to help 
prepare incapable students to sur­
vive. On the contrary, it is a program 
designed to help very capable but 
underrepresented students get 
more out of this institution than 
might normally be offered them.
RONALD COX
■on the streei
What was the last book 
you read just for fun?
Marc Biddle, construction 
management sophomore:
The last book I read was the Bi­
ble; I read the Book of Peter this 
morning.
Cyndie Hurst, graduate in 
animal science:
“ All Things Wise and Wonder­
ful.” It’s the last in a series. I 
read it about a year ago. “ Ver- 
tibrate Embryology” doesn’t cut 
it as enjoyable reading.
iS
\  V
Chris Bammel, animal science 
senior:
1 couldn’t tell you that. I haven’t 
read one since 1 started school. 1 
read a lot of magazines but 
that’s about it. Oh, 1 read 
“ Knights of the Round Table.” 1 
didn’t finish it.
Debbie Burdick, industrial 
engineering senior:
I can’t even remember. I’m an 
English minor so I’ve read a lot 
in class. We read a lot of good 
books in class.
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ASI hopes to decrease its dependence on student fees
By Linda Voigt
Staff Writer
The primary goal of ASl for 
the coming year will be to relieve 
itself of excessive dependence on 
student fee dollars, ASI Presi­
dent Kevin Swanson said at a 
Student Senate board of direc­
tors meeting Aug. 6.
“ Because over the past five 
years we’ve had increasing 
dependence on student fees and 
the profits from facilities such as 
the bowling alley and the copy 
center we need to increase our 
marketing and decrease our in­
surance costs,” Swanson said.
other expenses. ASI has to pro­
vide insurance for Poly Royal as 
well as many student services,” 
he said.
ASI has proposed cutting in­
surance costs through a joint 
powers agreement with other 
student governments and aux­
iliary organizations within the 
CSU system. The Auxiliary 
Organization Association is 
presently researching a joint 
powers agreement through the 
Chancellor’s Office.
“ We want to generate income 
internally — to create programs 
that will produce income that we
spring for fall implementation, 
has been canceled because of in­
surance expenses, Swanson said.
“ Because our insurance was 
$130,000 the marketing director 
program had to be scrapped.
There was a stipulation in our 
budget that if insurance ex­
penses exceeded $100,000 it 
would be scrapped,” he said.
“ If it’s done Ooint powers 
agreement) we can possibly save
between $70,000 and $80,000. 
The process of having sponsors 
and advertisers to help subsidize 
ASI-sponsored events is a 
relatively new field, and it’s one 
we are exploring,” Swanson said.
“ Our budget is going to require can shift into other programs
another student fee increase in that require a heavy subsidy,”
the near future because of our Swanson said, 
increased expenses, so this Heavy subsidies include pro­
strategy will hopefully get grams where the subsidy is more 
around it,” Swanson said. than 50 percent of the gross ex-
According to Swanson, ASI is pense. Some of these include Rec 
currently paying $130,000 for in- Sports and Student Community 
surance. “ Our insurance costs Services.
have increased about 350 times A marketing director position, 
because of increased liability and which was approved by ASI in
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FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Plus one free X-ray (if indicated)
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring o spinal check­
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This 
service will include consultation physical examination, ond a 
report of findings.
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Com e to the Frozen Yogurt Farm
Enjoy our friendly, “ At H om e” 
Atm osphere w hile eating our
NUTRITIO US, DELIC IO US, SL IM M IN G  
SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
Only 24 CALORIES per ounce! 
Specializing in fresh fruit toppings.
10 F L A V O R S  O R M O R E
Easy Access, Plenty of FREE PARKING
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CSSA discusses state initiatives
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Laguna Village Shopping Center 
1346 Madonna Road 
San Luis Obispo 
341-0609
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ONUGS B R O TH E R S HOMEY HILL FARMS
NOW OPEN DAILY9 A.M.-11 P.M.
By Cindi Floyd
Staff Writer
The top priority for the 
C a lifo rn ia  S ta te  S tu d en t 
Association board meeting Aug. 
9 and 10 was Assembly Bill 1720 
(Hauser), which will allow 
California State University stu­
dent newspapers to publish un­
signed editorials as long as a 
disclaimer is attached, said Cal 
P o ly ’s represen tative, ASI 
President Kevin Swanson.
The CSSA Board also discuss­
ed proposed legislation dealing 
with state salaries, funding for 
new educational facilities and 
AIDS policies.
According to Swanson, the 
Hauser bill will give student 
publications the right to exercise
MAKE A SPLASH!
2 FREE
Softdrinks 
with any •
QSOS STREET SlJBg
sandwich 
' 541-0955
one coupon 
per sandwich
500 OFF
any
QSOS STREET SlU g
sandwich
541-0955
one coupon 
per sandwich
freedom of the press on campus 
as well as off campus.
The existing law preventing 
student newspapers from taking 
stands on political issues stems 
from language in Title 5 of the 
California State University and 
Colleges Education Code which 
reads, “ Funds of an auxiliary 
organization shall be used for 
purposes consistent with the 
trustees and campus policy and 
shall not be used: To support or 
oppose any candidate for public 
office, whether partisan or not, or 
to support or oppose any issue 
before the voting of this state ... 
or any local government entity of 
any kind.’’
Swanson said, “ It’s unfortu­
nate that student publications 
can’t print unsigned editorial 
opinions according to the inter­
preted language of Title 5.’’
Another issue the CSSA board 
opposed was Proposition 61, the 
Gann Initiative. Twenty-thou­
sand California public employees 
would be affected by the propos­
ed salary and benefit limitations.
“ It lim its salaries and 
discourages qualified  ad ­
ministration for high positions in 
the CSU system,’’ said Swanson.
“ This proposition would limit the 
potential growth for college 
graduates to enter public service 
in the State of California.’’
The need for funding to meet 
the growth of California’s higher 
public education systems is the 
purpose of Proposition 56, called 
the Higher Education Facilities 
Bond Measure. The bond would 
provide $400 million to keep up 
with California’s growth and fa­
cility needs. The CSSA strongly 
supported the measure and 
Swanson would like the funding 
Cal Poly would receive from the 
bond to be spent on construction 
of a performing arts center.
The CSSA also took a stand 
against Proposition 64, or the 
AIDS Initiative.
It opposed this proposition 
because it says there is no con­
crete evidence showing that 
AIDS can be transm itted  
through casual contact. Accor­
ding to Swanson the evidence 
needed would be from qualified 
doctors or the surgeon general.
The CSSA board, whose lobby­
ing efforts represent 319,000 
students, is made up of student 
representatives from each cam­
pus who meet once a month.
RMS Housing
STUDENT HOUSING MANAGEMENT
NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER 
CALL OR STOP BY DURING OUR Of f  ICt HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 1 00 - 4 00
699CALIF0RNIA BLYD 544-4270
Throughout August... 
Haircuts and perms, V2 off 
We use and feature KM5 products.
#■ ♦
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N A T I K A l I i lM  fF - I  H .M K S IV M N  Kathef Musse\
'HI Marsh »4 
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For Appo in tm ent
OH'S XOS'E Sr' CROWN
AnAuthenic
British Pub 
offering Traditional 
British Pub Food
'iÆA ÇhIT
53 International 
Beers -13 on tap 
Wines • Happy Hour 
M on-Fri 4:30-7 pm
DANCING TO THE SOUND EXPERIENCE  
Featuring Jon Sheffield as DJ.
Every Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat, 10 pm ~ 2 am 
Starting yesterday. Wed. Aug. 13th.
S a t, August 16 
50’s & 60’s Party
Everyone in costume will be entered 
in a drawing for prizes.
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Ag management student 
is crowned Maid of SLO
By Pamela Varma
Staff Writer
Just 5 feet, 2 inches tall, light 
on makeup and heavy on per­
sonality, she doesn’t resemble 
the typical pageant contestant. 
But last week at the San Luis 
Obispo County Mid-State Fair 
19-year-old Jacky Coon, reigning 
Maid of Templeton, was crowned 
Maid of San Luis Obispo County.
Edging past eight other con­
testants, Coon was awarded the 
crown, dozens of gift certificates 
good for everything from dinners 
for two to jewelry, and the job of 
presenting prizes and meeting 
the entertainment at the fair.
An agricultural management 
sophomore at Cal Poly, Coon is 
not usually involved in such 
endeavors. In an ordinary year 
she would be spending early 
August getting her sheep in 
shape to show at the fair instead 
of picking up shoes dyed to 
match a bathing suit. This year 
she is rushing about ac­
complishing both tasks.
Coon explained that the pag­
eant included the usual bathing 
suit and evening gown competi­
tions and an interview with the 
judges. But while most women 
sang, danced or played musical 
instruments during the talent 
section, Coon’s family and 
friends say it was her imitation 
of Lily Tomlin’s “ Laugh-ln” 
character Edith Ann that had
the audience roaring, and in­
creased her chances of winning.
Making up most of the lines as 
she went along, Coon as Edith 
Ann told a story of a girl who 
went to the fair with her mother.
While some people found Coon 
a refreshing break from the 
standard talent acts, she thought 
the routine was her weak point.
“ I hated doing it. I just felt so 
stupid,” she said.
Performing maidly duties such 
as meeting Kenny Loggins and 
Huey Lewis have been the best 
part of winning for Coon. Never­
theless she said, “This was it. I’ll 
never do another pageant.” As 
Maid of San Luis Obispo County 
she will be invited to the Miss 
California pageant but won’t go 
because “ I don’t have a talent.”
She said concentrating on 
preparing her lamb, sheep and 
heifer for show is most important 
now. Coon has been showing 
animals since she was nine years 
old. She is also a member of the 
Cal Poly sheep show team.
For her impromptu question 
Coon was asked what her 
greatest lesson in life has been. 
She replied, “ Sometimes you win 
and sometimes you lose and you 
just have to take life as it 
comes.” So for now Jacky Coon 
will take her own advice, show 
her animals at the fair and reign 
as Maid of San Luis Obispo 
County until next August.
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FOUNDATION
From page 1
in September,” said Strom.
Elie Axelroth, a spokesperson 
for Cal Poly Against Apartheid, 
said the group is pleased the 
Foundation will be reconsidering 
the decision. “ But, not to take 
away from their reconsideration 
or anything, we still think that 
there is no need to wait 18 mon­
ths before they fully divest,” she 
said.
Axelroth said the Foundation 
should act sooner because “ the 
oppression, the killing and the 
whole situation in South Africa 
has not changed and a stronger 
statement against apartheid 
must be made. Also, from a 
practical standpoint there is no 
need to wait to divest,” said Ax­
elroth. “ The whole situation 
there is getting worse, not better.
And although I’m no expert on 
economics, I know that the 
economic situation will not get 
better either.”
d--------------C O U PO N ----------------
OPEN LATE!
Daily 10am - 12pm
Truck stolen Sunday for ‘joyride’
A gold Chevy pickup truck was stolen from a parking lot 
behind one of the residence halls early Sunday morning and 
found on campus two hours later.
The 1985 truck, belonging to Robert Beasley of Grover City, 
was stolen from parking lot R1 at 3:50 a.m. It was recovered in 
.the parking lot next to the fire department. “ We call something 
like this a joyride,” said Wayne Carmack, Public Safety in­
vestigator.
There was no apparent damage and the police department has 
no suspects at this time.
— Mary Eddy
549-9392
PIZZA A  HOT ITALIAN SANDWICHES
**FINEST ON THE CENTRAL COAST**
HOURS: TUE-TH 12-9; FRI-SAT 12-10; SUN 4-9  
2S1S BROAD STREET. SAN LUIS OBISPO
COUPON-
S a n d w ic h e s  & S a la d s
---------- COUPON----------
FOOTHILL PLAZA
793 Foothill Blvd. 
543-3399
BUY A FOOTLONG & GET V2 FOOT
FREE!
------------- COUPON.
One coupon per person 
Not valid w/other specials
(Expires: 8/31/86)
■COUPON'
Bring in a friend for dinner, buy any 
footlong sub and a medium drink, 
and get a Vz foot sub.
FREE!
------------------------------ COUPON---------------1
D R O P IN...
See W hat The  
B ookstore O ffers:
Huge Assortment of General Reading Books, 
Cal Poly Souvenirs,
Photo Supplies, Processing, Film,
Cal Poly Clothing,
Calculators, Computers,
Gifts, Magazines, Snacks,
Health & Beauty Aids,
Art Supplies, Free Gift Wrapping, 
and lots of other good things.
Most items at discount prices.
Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday 7 : 4 5 a m - 4 :0 0 p m
EIGdíiqI BcDokstoie
IN THE U N IV E R S IT Y  U N IO N  B U IL D IN G
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O N E  BEDRCCM TCWNHCME5
★  3 BLOCKS FROM CAL POLY
★  PRIVATE PATIOS AND BALCONIES
★  SWIMMING POOL AND SAUNA ^
★  FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
★  CATHEDRAL CEILINGS
★  FULL LAUNDRY FACILITIES
★  FREE CABLE TELEVISION
★  FREE PARKING
.EASING NCW FOR FALL OUARTER 
OffennS a convenient ten month lease 
as well as yearly leases
Next year,enjoy the quiet and pri\'ac\’ 
of LAS CASITAS liv ing
C A L L :  5 - ^ 3 - 2 0 3 2  _
MGC. STAFFORD STREET,SLO / OFFICE:‘*A5
fo r more 
infcrrTcticr.
Z FREE  C O K E S !
\Present this coupon and receive 
2 free cokes with any pizza!
^Call T o day:
San Luis Obispo: 844-3636
one coupon per pizza Los Osos: 888-0800
expires; 9/10/85 Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
30 MINUTE GUARANTEE
if your pizza does not arrive 
within 30 minutes, present this 
coupon to the driver for 4^.00 off 
your pizza. (1 coupon per pizza)
San Luia Obispo: 844-3636
one coupon per pizza l o s  Osos: 8S8-0800
expires: 9/10/85 A rroyo Q rands: 481-3171
Equipment 
failure closes 
down KCPR
KCPR radio was unable to 
broadcast Wednesday because of 
equipm ent failu res at its 
transmitter site, said the sta­
tion’s chief engineer.
Ron Kwang said that when 
station workers tried to sign on 
at 6 a.m., they were unable to get 
the transmitter to operate. When 
Kwang went up to check the 
equipment, he found that the 
microwave receiver was not get­
ting the signal and that the 
antenna system was not work­
ing.
Kwang said it is not known 
what caused the equipment 
failure, but there is no evidence 
of vandalism.
On Wednesday afternoon 
repairs were being made on the 
receiver. “ We’ll definitely be 
back (on the air) on low power 
either tonight (Wednesday) or 
tomorrow,’’ Kwang said.
On low power, KCPR reaches 
the Cal Poly campus and most of 
San Luis Obispo. Kwang said the 
station can’t go back to full 
power until the antenna system 
can be repaired.
— Mary Anne Talbott
<>
N O T A B L E S
□ Talmage Scriven, interim 
head of the philosophy depart­
ment, has been named per­
manently to that position.
The announcement was made 
by Jon Ericson, dean of the 
School of Liberal Arts, following 
a recommendation by philosophy 
department faculty. Scriven has 
been a Cal Poly faculty member 
since 1980. His areas of 
specialization include theoretical 
ethics, applied and professional 
ethics, social philosophy, game 
theory, logic and philosophy of 
language.
Th« Dark Room
Cafe and Night Club
Live tonight: Search for Food 
9 pm Fri: Twinkie Defense 
9 pm Sat: Johnny Wool & the 
Gaberdeens
1037 Monterey. SLO, 543-513i 
Relax on our Patio 
Minors Welcome till 8 p.m.
//ead  Hunters 
Seek
Job Hunters 
Who Use
P D Q * Resumes
THE $39.95 ALTERNATIVE
’Party Dum Quick
 ^ Tiotypo
544-9789 ♦ 2226 Beebee Street
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and earned vacation.”
CSU Statew ide Academic 
Chair Bernard Goldstein said, 
“ The Gann Initiative virtually 
guarantees work decrease. It 
p en a lizes  c o n sc ie n tio u s  
employees who never miss a day 
of work.”
CSU Trustee Donald G. Liv­
ingston expressed similar con­
cern. “The bottom line in the
CAN YOU CANOE? HERE‘8 YOUR 
CHANCE Green River Utah Canoe trip 1/4 
Break.Relax,fun,food,views sign up 
Escape Route UU112 546-1287.
Phi Delta Theta,4th last fraternity in the 
USA is coming to POLY. Interested in be­
ing a FOUNDER? Call: Steve 549- 
9759;Len 544-0635.
Start your own fraternity, do it your way, 
call 549-9198.
FLASH! August swimwear sale! The Sea 
Barn’s huge inventory of guy’s & gal’s 
swimwear is on sale at 20% off. August 
only at THE SEA BARN in Avila Beach.
Free Croakie or visor with purchase of 
Ray-Ban's, Vuarnets, Sunclouds, Bucci, 
Oakley, Gargoyles or Hobie sunglasses. 
Good thru August at THE SEA BARN in 
Avila Beach.
KATIE!!!
Luv, Andy
LOST DOG
male STANDARD SCHNAUZER 
answers to CHIPPER 
salt & pepper color, friendly 
stands about knee height 
REWARD!! 544-2965 Iwina.
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN 
30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128.
REMEMBER to reserve your camping 
equipment for the 1/4 Break at the 
ESCAPE ROUTE UU112 Cheap ren­
tals: wind surfers,tents,backpacks,ice  
cream makers & more!
FREE
Landscape river rock 5Vi cu. yds. 
size. Take some or all. 543-2315.
IVi”
A-1 Quality & Overnight Service. 
Professional Word Processing 
Baynham Executive Services 772-3348
AAA TYPING SERVICE 
Student Papers-Manuscripts 
Reports-Resumes Call 543-0524.
EXP. TYPIST-FAST SERVICE $1.25 PAGE 
CALL 549-0396 eve. 544-2943 day. Chris.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST-FAST SERVICE 
$1.25 PAGE CALL 544-2943 CHRIS.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 54S0550.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) $1.50/ 
page typical, Leslie 549-9039
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm, by appt, 544-2591
SUMMER TYPE $1.00 pg PISMO/SLO W/C 
PICKUP GEORGIA FITZ 489-2384.
Typing 1.25 per page. Cali Denise be­
tween 5-10pm 549-07M.
Wordprocessing-Call Diane eves. 
528-4059 On-campus P/U & Del.
YOUR TYPE CLERICAL SERVICE 
FOR PERFECT PAPERS CALL 
BETHANIE ECKLES 543-7773.
Gann Initiative is that it is cer­
tain to lower the quality of peo­
ple attracted to public service.”
Vice Chancellor Caesar Naples 
said he believes the Gann Initia­
tive does not account for infla­
tionary adjustments or recognize 
the need for salaries in higher 
education to remain competitive 
at all levels.
Ultimately, however, the full 
adverse effects of the initiative 
are hard to predict because 
“ compensation,” which includes 
both pay and benefits, is used in-
BUYINGAHOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses 
& condos for sale in SLO, & Info on new 
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson, F/S 
INC.543-8370. Leave message.
MOBILE HOME 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH IN 
SLO 14X56 $26,500.00 543-2813 658-8770.
TUTORS WANTED in all majors Tutor 
parttime and earn $5.00/hr. 543^2162.
Frigidare refrigerator/freezer (bar size) 3’ 
X 2’ $75/OBO. Call 544-2664.
KING SIZE WATERBED $70 
PORTABLE DISHWASHER $60 
MUST SELL 544-5863 EVES.
POLY CYBER AT HOME
FULL SCREEN TERMINAL(like in libr) 
EPSON MX-80 PRINTER (PARALLEL) 
NEW MODEM $500 JIM 772-1901.
1983 Honda Passport Excellent condition 
3000 miles $600 OBO 528-2926 After 6pm.
BROAD
S I R I ’ ! •: T
Kitchenette apts avail. 543-2300.
MORRO BAY-STUDENTS IF YOU ENJOY 
SURFING AND LIVING ON THE BEACH 
AND WANT TO GO HOME FOR THE 
SUMMER WITHOUT SUBLETTING THIS 
ONE IS FOR YOU. 3 BED 2 BATH FUR­
NISHED $850.00 772-1942 772-7015.
Nice condo in SLO. RM. Can be shared 
by two. Wash/dry,flreplc,dishwshr. 
female only, non Smoker. Avail. 9/8 $225. 
each & deposit call 541-3457 eves or 
morngs.
FM RMMT WANTED TO SHARE RM, 
NICE DUPLEX APT WASHER & DRYER 
GARAGE 10 MINUTE WALK TO POLY 
$150 CALL 546-8689.JUSTINE
Fun 2-level apt. w/pool, cable, water. 
Share rm. CLOSE TO POLY. AVAIL. 
Sept.-4 School yr. paymts negotiable. 
Jeanette 546-8215.
Individual rooms 
available in 2 story 
townhouse apartments 
Stop by for a free tour. 
555 Ramona Dr 543-1450.
Looking for a clean nice new house and 
fun roomate 3bed house In Los Osos 
Please call soon! 528-2864 fireplace and 
close to bay.
terchangeably with “ salary” in 
the ballot propostition. For ex­
ample, one interpretation limits 
teacher and other salaries to a 
maximum of $46,720, while 
another interpretation puts the 
ceiling at $64,(XX). The top pay 
for CSU professors for the 
1985-86 academic year was 
$46,392, excluding benefits.
If the language used is inter­
preted to mean only a “ salary” 
limit, more than 400 employees 
would be affected. However, ap­
proximately 1,400 employees 
would be affected if the inter­
pretation includes both salary 
and benefits.
The CSU Board of Trustees 
predicts the salary “ cap” would 
have a ripple effect on salary 
d ec is io n s  fo r all p u b lic  
employees. “ The obvious pro­
blem would be an ever-growing 
problem of compaction,” the 
report said.
Cal Poly Director of Public Af­
fairs Stan Bernstein said it is 
still too early for any organized 
faculty opposition to the initia­
tive, as many of them are still on 
vacation or leave, but some op­
p o s itio n  cou ld  com e in 
September through the unions.
Both the California Faculty 
Association and the California 
State Employees Association are 
continuing distribution of hand­
bills opposing the proposition.
The Board of Trustees has 
taken a public position opposing 
the initiative and is in support of 
a group called Californians For 
Quality Government, an in­
dependent group studying the 
potential impact of the initiative 
and attempting to raise public 
awareness of the initiative.
’NCE UPON A TIME.
Wells and Company was just a small manufacturer.
Over time they have grown to be one of the nation's 
leading sportswear manufacturers.
The Wells Sportswear Outlet is inviting the public to 
purchase top quality sportswear, overruns and seconds at 
the lowest prices in San Luis Obispo.
Since they are local they can offer immediate restocking of 
quality fashions designed for the active lifestyle.
Men's Swimsuits............ $3.95 Lycra Exercise Tights.. $11.00
Running Shorts.............. $3.95 Biking Shorts................. $13.95
All Lycra items limited overriiits.
Hours: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 12:00-5:30 Sun. 12:00-4:00
William Bros.
Airport
245
Tank Farm
Maloney's Gym
W l l s
Sportswear Outlet
245 TANK FARM ROAD 541-4248
¡'VÎT'
Studying Hard 
Lately!?! 
Take A Break 
At
vV
< n z z A
Best Brain Food 
Around ^
WE DELIVER 
541*4420
1016 Court St SLO 
(across from Osos St.
Buy a Woodstock's Special 
(5 topplnc^ for the price of 4) 
and recefye an additional
S l ^ o f f
P hone-In  
Y our O rd er  
Now! TAKE N' BAKE
P IZ Z A .
Foothill P laza  
793 Foothill
541-6606
OPEN 12-6 M O N.-SAT... 1 2 1  SU N .
P I Z Z A Pick Your Favorite
SMALL i r ‘ MEDIUM 1>" LAIOE 1*“
P la in  C h a a » a 2.7S 3.0S S.SI
PLUS a n a  T o p p in g 3.20 4.50 6.35
Tw o  T opp ing» 3.65 5.10 7.15
T h ra a  T opp ing» 4.10 5.71 7.95
Four  Top p in g» 4.55 6.30 8.75
Extra  T o p p in g» .40 .70 .95
Topping» fne/udm  O l iv a » O n io n » C r a a n  P a p p a r Canadian Bacon
M u » h ro o m »  S o lo m i L in gu ico
P a p p a r o n i  S o u » a g a P in a o p p la
C O M B O
SMALL MEDIUM L A I O I
C o m ico s.te 7.00 o.ts
P vp p a ro n i ,  S o u ta g « ,  S a la m i.
O l iV a s ,  M u t h r o o m » ,  Ba ll  Pappar» ,  O n io n »
____________________V E G E T A B L E  P I Z Z A
M u » h ro o m »  4.2S S.i
Bali  Pap p a r» ,  O n io n »
O l i v a s
Give Us 
a Call 
Today!
[^Mustang Daily CouponJ
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meeting on campus with city, 
county and Cal Poly organiza­
tions to see if an agreement can 
be reached. This stage of the 
study will cost the city $19,000. 
Cal Poly has agreed to reimburse 
$5,750 of that fee.
Stephen Krauss, director of the 
Center for the Arts at Cal Poly, 
said that by helping fund the 
studies the university is showing 
it is serious about the theater.
Another way in which the uni­
versity has shown it is serious 
about the facility is the fact that 
it has projected timetables and 
budget requests for the building 
of the theater.
The 1987-1988 capital outlay 
program shows plans for a per­
forming arts center with prelim­
inary plans and working draw­
ings to be completed during the 
1990-1991 school year. A sum of 
$400,000 has been requested to 
fund that part of the project. 
Construction of the facility is 
scheduled for the 1991-1992 
school year with the level of fun­
ding at $ 10.2 million. Krauss 
said this is approximately half 
the estimated cost of the theater.
He added that in the past year 
there has been an approximately 
70 percent increase in projected 
funding. Although the terms of 
the capital outlay program still 
need state approval, Krauss is 
encouraged.
The performing arts center is 
listed as number 17 of 19 re­
quests for university improve­
ments, but Krauss thinks it’s 
possible to move the project 
ahead, especially with city 
cooperation.
Foothill Fiftza
793 Foothill Blvd. 
$41-6606
AJE N BAKE
PI Z ZA.
i $1.00 OFF
\ Preoent this cpupon and receive
i $1.00 oft any 12 or 16" pizza
I I w/2 or more toppings,
j (Expires; 9/5/86) Not valid w/other specials \
Car Ster eo Sales, Sc? vice, Insfalkilior t
390 Buckley Rd. Bldg F Son Luis Obispo, C A 93401
Located off Broad St,Past the Airport
SOMETHING NEW!
FREE
FOR THIS  
WEEK’S SPECIAL
ALSOP HOME & CAR CASSETTE 
DECK CLEANING SYSTEM (REG. $10.95)
(FREE, W ith  any Purchase from our Com plete Selection of Car Stereo Systems)
WE ALSO CARRY: P A N A S O N IC  
ALPHASONIK BLAUPLUKT 
PIONEER PRECISION POWER 
ALARMS BY CRIMESTOPPER  
CB RADIOS BY MIDLAND & COBRA
541-2195
EXPIRES 8/21/86
f  r
A Balance Between 
Leisure And 
Academics...
i S
O '! * ®
Stop By For A 
FreeTouror
Cali Kim or K.C. at 543-1450 for more
555 Ramona Drive - San Luis Obispo ,
info.
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Jerry Silbert, a Cal Poly plumber, discusses the union’s situation with a passerby.
Administrative titles changed to add clarity
By Mary Eddy
Staff Writer
The recent change in working 
titles and responsibilities in Ac­
ademic Affairs was prompted by 
the interim vice president for 
Academic Affairs in order to 
clarify the positions in his 
department.
“ When I came to this office, 
one of the goals 1 had for Aca­
demic Affairs was to get clarity 
and clear the confusion here,” 
said Malcolm Wilson. “ The span 
of control is very wide at Poly 
and too many people were repor­
ting to Administration.”
Wilson said the new titles have
helped the members of his office 
work with greater organization 
and efficiency. “ They’re very 
dedicated people and we have 
great teamwork here that can’t 
be beat,” he said.
One of the changes includes 
updating the title and duties of 
Glen Irvin, who was formerly 
referred to as vice provost. His 
new title will be associate vice 
president for Academic Affairs 
and university dean.
“ His title had to be changed 
because we no longer have a 
provost,” said Wilson. Irvin will 
assist Wilson in the operation of 
Academic Affairs and will act as
the vice president in Wilson’s 
absence. He will also be respon­
sible for both graduate and 
undergraduate curriculum and 
academic planning.
Robert Lucas, who was former­
ly referred to as director of 
research development, will now 
be the associate vice president 
for graduate studies, research 
and faculty development. “ The 
title of associate vice president 
for graduate studies and research 
is common in other CSU schools 
and will provide more continui­
ty,” said Wilson.
Lucas’ duties for faculty 
development include providing
o p p o r tu n it ie s  fo r fa cu lty  
members to update themselves 
on information in their field 
through grants, speakers and 
faculty fellowships. “ Bob (Lucas) 
is already heavily involved in 
faculty development, so this is 
just a formalization of what he 
was already doing,” said Wilson.
Walter Mark has been named 
the interim director of institu­
tional studies and will be respon­
sible for providing up-to-date 
data about registration, academ­
ic programs, admissions and cur­
ricula. “ Mark put together the 
most recent catalog and is the 
See TITLES, page 5
Counselor advises Foundation:
Slow divestment is best
By Mary Eddy
Staff Writer
The investment counselor for the Cal Poly Foundation Board ad­
vised the Foundation investment committee at their Aug. 8 meeting 
to divest because he believes that financially it is a good time to 
divest.
The investment counselor, David Duncan, a member of the San 
Francisco investment firm of Wentworth, Hauser and Violich, said 
that although it is impossible to quantify the economic costs of 
divestment, the Foundation should be able to “ get their best money” 
if they divest during an 18-month period.
See DIVESTMENT, back page
Workers 
on campus 
protest for 
fair pay
By Floyd Jones
Staff Writer
In the shadow of California’s 
recent administration pay in­
creases — Gov. George Deukme- 
jian’s 70 percent increase and the 
CSU Chancellor’s Office 5 per­
cent increase — the State 
Employees Trade Council has 
decided to demonstrate its 
disapproval.
Maintenance workers at Cal 
Poly marched for an hour in front 
of the Administration Building 
Wednesday afternoon to make 
the public aware of what they 
view as the inconsistent pay 
practices of the system. During 
the next few weeks workers in all 
of the 19 CSU campuses will hold 
similar informational pickets.
Cal Poly SETC Union Steward 
Vin Aceto claims that the 
California State University 
system, through the pay control 
of the CSU Trustees, is trying to 
break up the SETC. Aceto said 
the CSU wants tighter control of 
campus workers “ so they can tell 
us what to do in our work and 
how to work ... It’s a power trip.”
Aceto said a show of public 
displeasure of CSU pay practices 
could force the CSU to negotiate 
with the systemwide SETC and 
ease the chances of a strike, both 
of which are goals of the SETC^ .
As of now the Chancellor’s Of­
fice refuses to negotiate with the 
SETC because, said Aceto, it is 
trying to punish the union for 
not signing a two-year contract 
last year that would have given 
proportional pay raises, bigger 
pay increases to workers with 
bigger salaries, instead of a con­
sistent pay raise across the 
board.
No one at the Chancellor’s Of­
fice was available for comment 
on Wednesday.
In addition to its request for a 
5 percent across-the-board pay 
increase, SETC has outlined 
See PICKET, page 3
A Cal Poly grad finds 
success by helping her 
sister'market a new iine 
of shorts. Page 6.
IN A WORD
en«co«mi»um — n., glowing and warmly en­
thusiastic praise; also, and expression of this.
WEATHER
Weekend weather wili be warm and sunny, with 
some low clouds and fog in the mornings. Highs 
in the 70s, lows in the 50s.
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editorial-
An offer we shouldn’t refuse
y/r.
S omething is wrong here. Something is very, very wrong. We want peace, right? (Everyone wants peace ... ) And the Soviets are the bad 
guys, right? (Damn dirty Commies ...) Well, now 
that we have the line-up straight, we repeat: 
something is very wrong.
The U.S.S.R. has repeatedly offered a bilateral 
(that’s both us and them) moratorium on nuclear 
te s tin g  (as in 
verifiable, since we 
d o n ’t tru st those 
Russians).
M odern  s c ie n tif ic  
m onitoring makes 
verification 100 per­
cen t re lia b le .
B uuuuuuuu t... the 
God-fearing, peace- 
loving good old U.S. of 
A. refuses.
By refusing to join 
the Soviet Union in a 
moratorium on nuclear 
testing, the United 
States has donned the 
black hat of the bad 
guys and has hurt the 
chances of reaching 
any kind of arms con­
trol agreement. A bi­
lateral moratorium, V 
(that’s both us and 
them) would serve as a 
solid foundation for a
more widespread agreement. But refusing to 
agree to any type of ban severely limits the 
chances for an effective arms control policy in the 
near future.
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has extended 
three invitations to the United States in the past 
year (as in 365 days) to join his country in a 
moratorium, and each time that invitation has 
been refused by President Reagan. The Soviets 
began their unilateral ban on Aug. 6, 1985
without even a glimmer of hope that the United 
States would join them, and yet they have per­
sisted in their efforts to reach such an agreement. 
Just how long the Soviet Union will continue to
refrain from testing while the United States im­
proves its nuclear arsenal is very much in doubt.
Gorbachev and his people have made an effort 
to meet us halfway in establishing a ban on nu­
clear testing, but the Reagan administration de­
mands that it must continue testing in order to 
reach nuclear parity with the Soviets. It has al­
ready been a year that the United States has had
a chance to catch up 
on its  n u c lea r  
technology, and it’s 
high time we start to 
question when we will 
be able to able to take 
part in some type of 
testing agreement.
The Reagan ad ­
m in istra tion  must 
strike while the iron is 
hot (and preferably 
u n d er 4 m illio n  
degrees Fahrenheit). 
The Soviets have al­
ready given us a year 
to join them in a 
moratorium, and we 
shouldn’t be so naive 
to think that their of­
fer will always be 
open. They might get 
tired of waiting for us 
and decide that it is in 
their best interests to 
begin testing again.
President Reagan must join the Soviets in 
their ban on nuclear testing and work to develop 
a way of checking to see if there have been any 
violations to the moratorium. If the United 
States and Soviet Union can form such an 
agreement, other nations are sure to follow. And 
what better interests can the United States and 
Soviet Union have than to protect their countries 
from the threat of nuclear war (as in mutual an­
nihilation)?
So that’s the score — evil empire: 1, apple pie 
and mom: 0. If we don’t take our first step 
toward peace soon all the rhetoric in the world 
won’t cover the fact that were wrong.
You’ve got problems? So what
Murphy, a philosopher on a level with Zen and Yogi Berra, once said that 
whatever can go wrong will go 
wrong. No question that this is 
true, and it is no truer than dur­
ing the last few weeks when peo­
ple are gearing up (or winding 
down) for finals. Here is some 
Murphyology for finals:
DIEHL’S LAW:
M idterm s a ren ’t, chapter 
summaries don’t and it’s not im­
possible to read 475 pages of his­
tory in an evening.
EDMONDSON’S
OBSERVATION:
Coffee is like sex. When it’s good 
it’s very good. When it’s bad it’s 
still pretty good.
GOOF’S THEORY 
OF RELATIVITY:
Political science is more impor­
tant than sleep.
Government is more important 
than showering.
History is more important 
than Mom.
“ Cheers” is more important 
than physics.
Math is more important than 
church.
English is more important
KENNETH DINTZER
Summer Mustang 
columnist
than love.
Monday Night Baseball 
more important than anything.
IS
DINTZER’S LAW 
OF ECONOMICS:
The most important thing you 
can do with your textbook is sell 
it back.
A.J.’S ONLY LAW:
Study sessions at Spike’s and 
computer programs finished at 
8:00 a.m. the day they’re due 
don’t work.
ANDREW’S FIRST LAW 
OF MATHEMATICS:
The number of errors made on 
any test can be determined by 
adding the number of times the 
class was missed to the number 
of study breaks taken the night 
before times the number of pages 
read in the hour before the class. 
COROLLARY: If this number
exceeds 4,000 then pray the 
grading is curved.
TALBOTT’S LAW 
OF TERM PAPERS:
If there is no time to correct it, 
don’t bother reading it over.
FIRST COROLLARY: The
chances of any paper being 
shown to the class are directly 
proportional to the number of er­
rors it contains.
SECOND COROLLARY: If, by
chance, it is a perfect paper, the 
teacher will remove the name (for 
confidentiality) before showing 
the class.
DEAN’S FIX-IT LAW:
T y p e w rite rs , co m p u te r 
systems and study plans break 
down before students do.
SHOPTAUGH’S LAW ON THE 
LIMITS OF LEARNING:
No matter how much you 
study, it’s impossible to know 
the information in the Biblical 
sense.
FDJ’S OBSERVATION ON
MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS:
You may choose the wrong an­
swer, but, unlike essay tests, 
there is no open forum with 
which to show one’s ignorance. 
COROLLARY: Mechanical pen­
cils run out of lead long before 
students run out of B.S.
on the street
Are classes easier 
during the summer?
Maris Sidenstecker, marine bioi- 
ogy and zoology senior:
Yes. People are more relaxed — 
teachers and students both. I 
like it better.
Paula Engel, electrical engineer­
ing senior:
No. The classes may be smaller 
but the subjects are still the 
same.
Erik Peterson, fifth year ar­
chitecture student:
Yes. I t ’s m ore re la x ed . 
Everybody’s more relaxed. 
Teachers are into other things, 
too, besides school.
Jennifer Hollister, child and 
family development freshman:
They seem really easy. Teachers 
have vacations — they want 
their summer too.
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From page 1
other elements it wants included 
in a contract, none of which were 
included in the two-year contract 
offered by the Chancellor’s Of­
fice. These include: a prevailing 
wage formula (based on a 
statewide survey), an allowance 
for safety shoes for all trades, 
precautions for vision care, 
retirement benefits to allow for 
retirement at age 55, and life in­
surance.
A main goal of this proposed 
three-year contract, said Aceto, 
is to bring the pay of campus 
workers in parity with workers 
outside the CSU system. He said 
a skilled laborer outside the 
system makes an average of $17 
an hour, whereas skilled labor 
within the system gets an 
average of $ 12 an hour.
The problem apparently took 
root about seven years ago when 
there was a systemwide pay 
freeze for three years. At the end 
of the freeze, said Aceto, state 
administrators received a 10 
percent pay increase with an ad­
ditional 22 percent retroactive 
pay to cover the previous three 
years. SETC workers received a 
10 percent pay increase as well, 
but received no retroactive pay 
— about 3.3 percent for each of 
the previous years, not enough to 
keep pace with the cost of living 
for those years, said Cal Poly 
plumber Jerry Silbert.
Last year, Silbert said, SETC
workers were offered a 7.4 per­
cent raise. When the SETC 
wished to negotiate for a con­
tra c t o f th e ir  ow n, the 
Chancellor’s Office said it would 
listen. The catch was a lowering 
of pay increase to 6.2 percent if 
the SETC wanted to negotiate.
Negotiation is all that SETC 
wants, according to Aceto. When 
unions are refused negotiations, 
he said, workers are stymied. 
Fair pay and good working con­
ditions, in comparison to state 
administrators and the outside 
industry, are elements that the 
SETC feels comfortable asking 
for. “ Outside you’re treated like 
a human,’’ Aceto said. “ In here 
they (state administrators) have 
the upper hand.’’
The SETC is getting support 
from another collective bargain­
ing union at Cal Poly, the 
California State Employees 
Association. Today at the SETC 
picket custodians from the 
CSEA grabbed picket signs and 
marched with their “ brother 
workers.’’ A few years ago, when 
CSEA workers had troubles with 
th e ir  su p e rv iso rs , SETC 
members gave them moral sup­
port.
Shirley Lewis, president of 
CSEA at Cal Poly, said her union 
is “ fully supporting SETC’s ac­
tions,’’ adding that the situation 
is an example of “ management 
unfairness.’’
Throughout August... 
Haircuts and perms, V2 off 
We use and feature KMS products.
N A n ’ R A I C O N t 'K IT  H A lK 'i TY l IN»', Kathev \fuxsey
781 Marsh »4 ;)444);U).')
San L u u  Obispo For Apiv . mtment
Professor undergoes heart surgery
Electrical and electronic 
engineering professor Eugene 
Fabricius was rushed to the 
hospital Friday morning after 
complaining of dizziness and 
subsequently underwent a quad­
ruple bypass operation.
Fabricius remained in intensive 
care for three days but has been 
improving steadily.
Electrical/electronic engineer­
ing department head James Har­
ris said Fabricius dismissed his 9 
a.m. lecture class Friday due to 
dizziness. Some students found 
him sitting on the stairs of the 
building and they took him to an 
office and called paramedics.
The paramedics and Harris in­
sisted Fabricius go to the
hospital. He reluctantly con­
sented, as he still wanted to 
teach his noon class.
After undergoing tests at 
French Hospital, his doctor 
deemed a quadruple bypass nec­
essary. The operation was per­
formed Friday afternoon.
In a phone conversation from 
his hospital room, Fabricius said 
the operation was quite a sur­
prise, as he had no idea how 
serious his condition was.
“ I’m glad my students had the 
sense to call the paramedics, 
because 1 was unable to.’’
Fabricius’ summer classes will 
be taught by Harris and another 
professor. Fabricius said he will 
be unable to teach next quarter.
— Gwen Dawkins
NOT A B L E S
□ The associate dean of the 
School of Science and Math has 
been chosen president of a na­
tional group for those who advise 
students hoping to enter the 
health professions.
Harry L. Fierstine will serve a 
two-year term as president of the 
National Association of Advisers 
for the Health Professions. The 
12-year-old organization works to 
coordinate and improve health 
professions nationwide.
At Cal Poly, Fierstine advises 
students who wish to become 
doctors, dentists, nurses, 
veterinarians and other types of 
health professionals.
WCE UPON A T IM E ...
Wells and Company was just a small manufacturer.
Over time they have grown to be one of the nation's 
leading sportswear manufacturers.
: ,S The Wells Sportswear Outlet is inviting the public to 
purchase top quality sportswear, overruns and seconds at 
the lowest prices in San Luis Obispo.
Since they are local they can offer immediate restocking of 
quality fashions designed for the active lifestyle.
WITH THIS ADVERTISEMENT: -A FREE CO TTO N  BASEBALL JERSEY!!
FOR EVERY PURCHASE OF LUCRA OR 
POLY/COTTON BIKING SHORTS (13.95) (Good Thru Aug. 31)
Hours:
Airport
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 12:00-5:30 Sun. 12:00-4:00
William Bros
245
Tank Farm
Maloney's Gym
'^ ^ E L L S
Sportswear Outlet
245 TANK FARM ROAD 541-4248
I t  v i i i ^  you tV tO U G M t 
PmVÊYOU
FW œ D STO CKS
v \
T^IZZA T A R L O R j,
\
mm (Take a Study Break!)
\ 4 FREE Drinks I
with the purchase of any}
'W OODSTOCK'S I 
=PIZZA I
541-4420 I
(one coupon  per pizza)
1 FREE Salad
(from the salad bar)
with any
^IZZA
541-4420
(in house custom ers only)
•_L
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Junior Writing Test
Students choose test over classes
By Lynnette Ward
s ta ff Writer
With the difficulty of getting 
into English classes, the Junior 
Writing Test could be a popular 
alternative for satisfying the 
Graduation Writing Require­
ment.
“ The problem with using the 
other alternatives to fill the re­
quirement is there are too many 
students for the number of 
teachers available to teach the 
classes,” said Nancy Lucas, ac­
ting coordinator for the Writing 
Skills Office. In the past more 
s tu d e n ts  were using  the 
coursework options to satisfy the 
requirement. However, the GWR 
statistics for winter 1986 report 
that 56 percent of the students 
were certified by passing the
JWT and only 43 percent were 
certified  by fu lfilling  the 
coursework requirement.
“ The percentage of students 
who pass the test has gone up 
since the test was started,” 
Lucas said. Sixty-one percent of 
the students who took the test 
winter quarter passed, while 38 
percent did not.
The GWR can be fulfilled by 
passing the Junior Writing Test 
or by receiving a grade of C or 
better and certification of writing 
proficiency in an approved up­
per-division writing course or in 
an approved junior-level litera­
ture course.
The GWR is the result of a 
1976 mandate by the Trustees of 
the California State University 
requiring students to demon­
strate their writing proficiency in 
order to graduate. This mandate 
was in response to pressures 
both inside and outside the uni­
versity to reverse the decline in 
students* writing skills.
The Writing Skills Office 
defines the JWT as a 90-minute 
expository essay designed to test 
students’ ability to organize and 
develop ideas, to make and sup­
port generalizations and to use 
language at a level appropriate 
to college graduates. The essay 
should be 500 words.
The JWT is offered once every 
quarter except summer. The cost 
of the test is $12.
Students are eligible to take 
the JWT for three consecutive 
quarters once they have com­
pleted 90 units. The test may be
taken during any of the quarters 
of eligibility. Once the eligibility 
time has passed students may 
use the other two options for sat­
isfying the GWR or request an 
extension of eligibility. However, 
the Writing Skills Office warns 
against waiting until the last 
minute. “ Some people leave Cal 
Poly w ithout their degree 
because of this,” said Lucas.
JWT essays are reviewed by 
faculty members throughout 
cam pus who have been 
nominated by the dean of their 
school to serve on the committee. 
The number of faculty chosen to 
be readers varies depending on 
the number of essays. The 
readers must attend a training 
session to learn the method for 
reading and scoring the essays. 
The method they use is modeled 
on a system by Educational 
Testing Service, a private cor­
poration which has done research 
and compiled statistics on the 
validity of the system.
Normally the essays are read 
by two readers unless a 
discrepancy occurs. The first
OIMIIIIIilllOilllllllWIiaillHMIllllOlillllllMIIOIIIimHIilOmillIHlMDIimWIHIIOIIMI
IMPORT AUTO SPECIALISTS 
AUDI •  PORSCHE•  BMW •  MERCEDES•  VOLVO •  VW 
DISCOUNT TO CAL POLY STUDENTS 
AND FACULTY 
2310  South Broad St.,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  541-2260
iMINIiailHMIHillOIIIIHNIIIIOIIimilMliaHHmillnaMMlIIIIIIIOtllllllllllP
RMS Housing
STUDENT HOUSING MANAGEMENT
NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER 
CALL OR STOP BY DURING OUR OmCC HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY I 00 • 4 00
699 CALIFORNIA BLYD 544-4270
□ op □]□ □!
□ n □ no no
reader reads the essay and marks 
the score with invisible ink. Then 
the second reader also scores it 
with invisible ink. The essay is 
then put under a light which 
shows the scores.
Scores range from six to one, 
six being the highest. The two 
scores are added together for the 
final score. Four and above are 
passing scores; three and below 
are failing scores. When a score 
of three and a score of four are 
given a third reader will then 
score the essay to determine the 
final score.
If the scores are two or more 
points apart then the essays are 
given to a third reader, even if 
the scores are both in the passing 
range. “ It means someone is be­
ing too hard or too easy,” said 
Lucas, adding, “ A one-point 
spread is usually allowed but 
never a two-point spread.”
Readers disqualify themselves 
when essays involve personal 
emotions or beliefs or specific in­
formation in their field. “ Readers 
bend over backwards to be really 
fair; they know what it means to 
the students,” she said. “ The 
discrepancy rate is really low,” 
she said, explaining that the 
readers usually agree.
“ So if a student fails the test 
we urge them to take advantage 
of the free counseling. It’s one- 
to-one work with a professional 
on their writing skills,” she add­
ed. The Writing Skills Office also 
holds workshops before the test 
to give students pointers and an 
idea of what to expect. Fifty-nine 
percent of the students who fail­
ed the test the first time passed 
it the second time.
Independant 
Student Housing
The Closest Off-Campus Housing to
CAL POLY
Housing Still Available For Fall ’ 86
Stop By Today For a Personal Tour
* 1-year old studios & 2-bedroom flats
* Newly remodeled 2-bedroom townhouses
-new carpeting-painting-linoleum flooring- 
open stairwells
* Convenient to banks, shopping and restaurants
* Quiet creekside apartments
* Five modern laundry facilities
* Private park & BBQ are unique to Mustang Village
* Year round heated pool
* Recreation and meeting rooms
* Prices from $178.50
1 Mustang Drive San Luis Obispo 543-4950
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Centrepointe nearly ready to house seniors t it l e s
By Cindi Floyd
Staff Writer
The Centrepointe student 
housing complex on North Broad 
Street has converted its apart­
ments into an active senior citi­
zen housing facility.
On Aug. 15 the management of 
the complex gave tours to pro­
spective residents of model 
apartments and other facilities 
such as a pool and library.
According to an employee at 
the new senior living complex, all 
units were expected to be rented 
out within a year, but applica­
tions have been coming in at a 
faster rate. It is now expected 
that all Centrepointe apartments 
will be filled within the next 
three months.
Tour guide Cathie Montanez 
said, “ Everyone who has signed
up is excited about our food ser­
vice, the two different apart­
ments available and the well- 
planned activity program pro­
posed.”
The apartments range in price 
according to size and whether or 
not they are shared. Centrepointe 
has two plans people can choose 
from with prices ranging from 
$750 to $1,000 a month. Resi­
dents get one complete meal per 
day included in their monthly 
payment and other meal options 
are available.
The complex will offer 
residents free transportation for 
downtown shopping or for things 
such as medical appointments. 
The security system at Centre­
pointe will be handled by resi­
dent managers on every wing, as 
in the past.
549-9392
PIZZA & HOT ITALIAN SANDWICHES
**F!NEST ON THE CENTRAL COAST**
HOURS: TUE-TH l t - 9 ;  FRI-SAT 12-10; SUN 4-9  
ISIS BROAD STREET. SAN LUIS OBISPO
VW • BMW 
PEUGEOT
2899 McMillan • SLO
Complota torvico and ropair on 
Gorman and Fronch Autos
-
Throw a party -  any 
party! Then get on the 
Domino’s Pizza Party 
Line and start orderingl
When you hang up, we 
swing into action with 
delicious cheese, tempt­
ing meats and the 
choicest veggies that 
ever met a great pizza. 
And we deliver to your 
door in less than ^  
minutes!
44^
E x p i r e s : 8/10/86
1«
The complex has also set up in 
every apartment an emergency 
call system connected with the 
front office. “ All staff members 
are trained in CPR and can get to 
any apartment quickly,” said 
Lisa Wood, the secretary at the 
front desk.
New additions to the complex 
include rails along every wall and 
ramps. The cafeteria will also be 
remodeled to suit the residents 
needs.
At the June 24 San Luis 
Obispo City Council meeting 
Centrepointe’s plan to convert to 
senior citizen housing was ap­
proved. Residents will be able to 
move into Centrepointe at the 
beginning of September.
From page 1
most knowledgeable about the 
curricula across the campus,” 
said Wilson. “ He also has very 
good computer knowledge and is 
working with computers to in­
crease program data retrieval 
which will improve decision mak­
ing in our department.”
Donald Coats’ title has been 
changed to associate vice presi­
dent for educational services, and 
he will be responsible for articu­
lation, class scheduling, gradua­
tion, deviations and petitions.
Director of operations Frank 
Lebens has had his title changed
to associate vice president for 
academic resources. Lebens will 
coordinate the administrative 
activities of the vice president’s 
office and will be responsible for 
Academic Affairs financial 
operations and personnel.
Roger Swanson’s title has been 
changed because his former title 
was modeled after the outdated 
provost title. His new title is 
associate vice president for 
enrollment support services and 
he will continue to be responsible 
for relations with schools, ad­
missions, records, evaluations 
and student data systems.
The Daik Room
Cafe and Night Club
Live Tonight: Rocket Scientist 
And Yellow Pages 
9 pm Fri: Suave 
9 pm Sat: Yellow Pages 
10)7 Monterey, SLO, 54)-5131 
Relax on our Patio 
Minors Welcome till 8 p.m.
PDQ 
is also 
PD Cheap!
PDQ* Resumes
THE $39.95 ALTERNATIVE
’Puny Dura Quick
544-9789 ♦ 2226 Bccbee Street
Fast, Free Delivery
Call the Domino’s 
Nearest you:
San Luis Obispo
544-3436
775A Foothill Blvd.
Los Osos
528-0800 
2084A 9th
Arroyo Grande
481-3171 
140 S. Elm St.
FREEExtra Thick Crust
Open Late &  For Lunch
11 am -1 am Sun-Thurs
llam -2am  Fri & Sat
One coupon per pizza
Cà$iiâ$
C N E  BEDROOM T0 WNHCME5
3 8LOOCS FROM CAL POLY 
PRIVATE PATIOS AND BALCONIES 
SWIMMING POOL AND SAUNA 
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED  
CATHEDRAL CEILINGS 
FULL LAUNDRY FACILITIES 
FREE CABLE TELEVISION  
FREE PARKING
y 1.1
/
LEASING NCWFOR FALL QUARTER!
Offering a convenient ten month lease 
as well as yearly leases
Next year,enjoy the quiet and priv acy 
of LAS CASITAS living
CALL: 5^3-2032 fer more in f o r r r a t ic n
MOC STAFFORD STREET,SLO / OFFICE:**A5-
SCHOOLmes
•  t e f -
San Luis Obispo
544-3636 
Los Osos 
528-0800 
Arroyo Grande
481-3171
1 When you’re working through lunch, it’s nice to 
know that great, custom- 
made pizza is only as 
far away as your tele­
phone. Just call Domino’s 
Pizza. We deliver hot, 
fresh-from-the-oven pizza 
in less than 30 minutes.
So when you’re on a 
tight deadline and need 
a good lunch now, pick 
up the phone. Domino's 
Pizza Delivers*l
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Cal Poly grad finds NELLIES are a short way to success
Four pairs of NELLIES swing in the summer breeze.
DARYL SHOPTAUGHrSummer Mustang
ce, instc^ion
^390 Buck ley Rd. Bldg- F Sun Luib (MiM&po- CA 93401
Located off Broad St.,Past the Airport
BEFORE YOU GO HOME! 1 !
Visit Sound on Wheeis for ALL Your 
Car Stereo Needs
PIONEER AM/FM AS O C
CASSETTE STEREO LOW AS^P I
WE ALSO CARRY: PANASONIC  
ALPHASONIK BLAUPLUKT 
PIONEER PRECISION POWER 
ALARMS BY CRIMESTOPPER 
CB RADIOS BY MIDLAND & COBRA
541-2195
EXPIRES *8/31/86
By Gwen Dawkins
Staff W riter
Students often dream of going into business for themselves, but 
few are able to realize their aspirations.
One recent Cal Poly graduate has taken over the business side of a 
thriving new enterprise. Jackie Starr, a 1984 business graduate, has 
joined forces with her clothing-designer sister to promote a line of 
colorful shorts that are already selling like crazy.
Starr’s sister, Janelle Cowardin, a college student in San Diego, 
created a pair of shorts for her brother, a volleyball player. Just for 
fun she put a logo on the shorts that said “ NELLIES.” Friends and 
other volleyball players liked the shorts so much they asked her to 
make them some, too. The requests for shorts kept piling up so Starr 
convinced her sister to make a go at mass production.
“ My sister doesn’t have a business background and she didn’t 
know what to do to get started. So I said 1 would run the business 
end and she could just design.”
Since the sisters began their serious attempt at the business four 
months ago, Cowardin has had to keep sewing at least 10 hours a 
day, selling about .TOO to 600 pairs of shorts a month.
Starr works on the business 20 to 25 hours a week, after she gets 
home from her full-time job. She currently works for a local firm, 
where she has polished the purchasing, accounting and marketing 
techniques she learned in college.
“ Because of my background in school and my job experience, it 
really hasn’t been hard to publicize the business. Of course, the kind 
of product we have almost sells itself. My sister goes to the beach 
and takes along a few pairs of her shorts. People always come up to 
her and ask to buy some. She doesn’t even have to try to sell them. 
People know who she is and they come to her.”
An article about NELLIES recently appeared in Volleyball Mon­
thly and resulted in orders for about 20 pairs of shorts a week. The 
sisters have also been asked to sell their product at the next La Jolla 
Invitational Volleyball Tournament.
While Starr says NELLIES has already gotten a good reputation 
at the beach, the sisters want to expand with national advertising. 
Starr said they plan to stick to direct mail orders only as a way of 
keeping down costs to the customers. They hope to keep up with 
orders by sub-contracting the work. Plans for a promotional T-shirt 
and duffle bag are already in the works. And eventually, Starr hopes 
to promote an entire line of NELLIES wear.
“ I’ve always wanted my own business,” said Starr, “ and even 
though it’s a lot of work, it’s exiting to have it actually happen.”
Starr advises others interested in starting their own business to 
realize it’s a lot of work that requires research and time. Starr said to 
“ stay lean and mean, and realize that not only money, but also time 
is your own investment.”
open 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Plus one free X-ray (if indicated)
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring a spinal check­
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This 
service will include consultation, physical examination, and a 
report of findings.
WARNING SIGNS O f SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
Rtcm ifig Htedochts 
Diuintss, llu rrtd  Vision 
Node, Shouldor k Arm Poin 
Low Bock I  Log Poin 
Poin lotwoon Shouldors
* Numbnoss in Honds A  Am u
* Loss of Sloop
* Difficult Iroothing
* Numbnoss in Logs A  Foot
If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to 
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public 
service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.
Please mentionxid at time of visit.
For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Jo h n sto n  C h ir o p r a c t ic  C l in ic
Palmer Graduate 1150 Grove Street San Luis Obispo
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Study shows student prejudices
By Linda Voigt
s ta ff Writer
The Mexican-American ethnic 
group is the minority most pre­
judiced against in California, ac­
cording to a survey conducted on 
Cal Poly students.
Daniel Levi, a psychology lec­
tu rer who has conducted 
research in the area of student 
prejudice for the past three 
years, said the high degree of 
prejudice against M exican- 
Americans at Cal Poly can be at­
tributed to the agricultural 
background of students.
“ I think virtually everyone 
knows prejudice is bad,” Levi 
said. “ But people still have pre­
judices and they cognitively ra­
tionalize them.”
Levi conducted the research as 
a teaching tool for his general 
and social psychology classes 
and later provided it as a service
to the university.
He administered question­
naires to 300 Cal Poly students 
during a three-year period in 
order to target which groups 
people are prejudiced against. 
Questions included: Who are you 
prejudiced against? How did you 
become prejudiced? What is the 
target like? How does prejudice 
affect your treatment of them?
The questionnaire included 
four categories of prejudice: 
ethnic groups, social groups, 
personality groups and those 
who said they had no prejudices.
“ I think people are lying when 
they say they have no pre­
judices,” Levi said. “ I know 
most of them are hiding out. A 
rough estimate of the true 
percentage of the ‘no prejudices’ 
group is about 1 percent, but I 
have no way to prove them 
wrong.”
Almost every description of 
groups people are prejudiced 
against included a description of 
aggressive behavior, Levi said. 
“This is scary. This is how people 
see Mexicans — as dangerous.”
Levi said that this aggressive 
behavior is not limited to Mex­
ican-Americans. “ Virtually every 
non-black thinks blacks are dan­
gerous. You justify it in the con­
crete,” he said.
Research indicates people learn 
prejudice at home — from family, 
friends, media and social and 
economic competition, Levi said. 
“ Ninety percent of Cal Poly stu­
dents show personal experience 
as the cause of their prejudice, 
but that can’t be true.
“ In our society we know that if 
you hit me I can hate you. 
Specific wrongs are necessary for 
justifying prejudices. Why is it 
that if you get attacked by five
CAN YOU CANOE? HERE'S YOUR 
CHANCE Green River Utah Canoe trip 1/4 
Break.Relax,fun,food,views sign up 
Escape Route UU112 546-1287.
Start your own fraternity, do It your way, 
call 549-9198.
FLASH! August swimwear sale! The Sea 
Barn's huge inventory of guy’s & gal’s 
swimwear is on sale at 20V* off. August 
only at THE SEA BARN in Avila Beach.
Free Croakie or visor with purchase of 
Ray-Ban's, Vuarnets, Sunclouds, Bucci, 
Oakley, Gargoyles or Hobie sunglasses. 
Good thru August at THE SEA BARN in 
Avila Beach.
LESLIE 
AND KATIE
You’ve been terrific Fishmates 
this year. Good luck in your new 
Fishbowls. I'll miss you.
Luv, Andy
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN 
30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128.
REMEMBER to reserve your camping 
equipment for the 1/4 Break at the 
ESCAPE ROUTE UU112 Cheap ren­
tals: windsurf ers,tents,backpacks,ice  
cream makers & more!
A-1 Quality & Overnight Service. 
Professional Word Processing 
Baynham Executive Services 772-3348
AAA TYPING SERVICE 
Student Papers-Manuscripts 
Reports-Resumes Call 54^524.
EXP. TYPIST-FAST SERVICE $1.25 PAGE 
CALL 549-0396 eve. 544-2943 day. Chris.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST-FAST SERVICE 
$1.25 PAGE CALL 544-2943CHRIS.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 5430550.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) $1.50/ 
page typical, Leslie 549-9039
R&R W O l^  PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-8pm, by appt, 544-2591
SAVE MONEY! PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESSOR WILL TYPE YOUR PAPER 
Fast/Cheap Revisions Spell Check Com­
puter Educ. Services 528-5049.
SHORT NOTICE $1/pg. EDITING 6D. WK." 
WD. PROC. CAMPUS P/U. 772-8211.
SHORT NOTICE $1/p. EDITING 6D. WK. 
WD. PROC. CAMPUS P/U. 772-8211.
SUMMER TYPE $1.00 pg PISMO/SLO W/C 
PICKUP GEORGIA FITZ 489-2384.
Typing 1.25 per page. Call Denise be­
tween 5-10pm 5490754.
Wordprocessing~Cal! Diane eves. 
528-4059 On-campus P/U & Del.
YOUR TYPE CLERICAL SERVICE 
FOR PERFECT PAPERS CALL 
BETHANIE ECKLES 543-7773.
CAT FOUND:male orange tabby 
w/flea collar. Found on campus. 
Call Ext. 2119 or 543-7053.
FREE
Landscape river rock 5Vi cu. yds. IVt' 
size. Take some or all. 543-2315.
For sale mobile home in San Luis Family 
Park 10ft by 55ft 2 bdrm with yard storage 
shed washer & dryer-nice inside $19,500 
call 541-5010 or message 549-8516.
Frigidare refrigerator/freezer (bar size) 3’ 
X 2’ $75/OBO. Call 544-2664.
POLY CYBER AT HOME
FULL SCREEN TERMIN AL(like in libr) 
EPSON MX-80 PRINTER (PARALLEL)
NEW MODEM $500 JIM 772-1901.
1983 Honda Passport Excellent condition 
3000 miles $600 OBO 528-2926 After 6pm.
FM RMMT WANTED TO SHARE RM, 
NICE DUPLEX APT WASHER & DRYER 
GARAGE 10 MINUTE WALK TO POLY 
$150 CALL 546-8689.JUSTINE__________
Fm roomates for house 3 biks from Poly/ 
2 singles $260 & $200 also a double 
$200ea Call 544-5750._________________
Fun 2-level apt. w/pool, cable, water. 
Share rm. CLOSE TO POLY. AVAIL. 
Sept.-4 School yr. paymts negotiable. 
Jeanette 546-8215.
Valencia
SHORT NOTICE $1/pg. EDITING 6D. WK. 
WD. PROC. CAMPUS P/U 772-8211.
Individual rooms available in 2 story 
townhouse apartments. Stop by for a free 
tour. 555 Ramona Or 543-1450.
Looking for a clean nice new house and 
fun roomate 3bed house in Los Osos 
Please call soon! 528-2854 fireplace and 
close to bay.
BROAI)
S T K !•: ll T
Kitchenette apts avail. 543-23(X}.
MORRO BAY-STUDENTS IF YOU ENJOY 
SURFING AND LIVING ON THE BEACH 
AND WANT TO GO HOME FOR THE 
SUMMER WITHOUT SUBLETTING THIS 
ONE IS FOR YOU. 3 BED 2 BATH FUR­
NISHED $850.00 772-1942 772-7015.
Nice condo in SLO. RM. Can be shared 
by two. Wash/dry,fireplc,dishwshr. 
female only, non Smoker. Avail. 9/8 $225. 
each & deposit call 541-3457 eves or 
morngs.
TUTORS WANTED in all majors Tutor 
parttime and earn $5.00/hr. 543-2162.
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses 
& condos for sale in SLO, & info on new 
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson, F/S 
INC.543-8370. Leave message.
MOBILE HOME 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH IN 
SLO 14X56 $26,500.00 543-2813 658-8770.
BIG SALE!!
FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT CHEAP! 
many sofas,tables,chairs,lamps 
priced from $5. CALL NOW-543-2032.
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Asians you end up hating an en­
tire population?” Levi asked.
In response to the question of 
how students treat the people 
they are prejudiced against most 
responded, ‘I try to ignore them 
whenever possible,’ while 10 per­
cent  said they ac t ua l l y  
discriminate against them and IS 
percent said their behavior is not 
affected by their prejudices.
Levi said, “There is a kind of 
oddity in the fact that only 10 
percent ever did anything about 
their prejudice when the essence 
of social behavior is based on 
reciprocity.
“ If you’re one of those 15 per­
cent whose behavior is not af­
fected by your prejudicial feel­
ings, go find one of those 
minorities and ask them whether 
they can tell if they are prejudic­
ed against,” he said.
A separate group Levi has 
researched includes women. He 
found that women, isolated from 
other groups, don’t see that men 
deny being prejudiced against 
women.
“ In five years of study at Cen­
tral Oregon Community College, 
University of Arizona and Cal 
Poly no man has indicated that 
he is prejudiced against women,” 
Levi said. “ Men argue that there 
is a biological truism that women 
are an inferior species. People 
today still argue that blacks (in 
general) are biologically inferior 
to whites. These arguments serve 
to justify their prejudices.”
A trend at Cal Poly, according 
to Levi’s research, indicates an 
increase in prejudice against 
Asians and homosexuals. Levi 
attributes these increases to 
social and economic competition 
and news factors, such as media 
coverage of AIDS.
“ In the early ’80s it was not '  
appropriate to be pro-gay, and 
now all the AIDS media is allow­
ing people to be more open about 
anti-gay attitudes. No one said 
they were prejudiced against 
gays because of a past experi­
ence, as with ethnic groups. 
Some said they can justify their 
prejudice for religious reasons. I 
have trouble with that reason­
ing,” Levi said.
OH£ XOS'E Sr' CROWN
An Authenic
British Pub 
offering Traditional 
British Pub Food
53 International 
Beers -13 on tap
Wines • Happy Hour 
r. *  E Mon ■ Fri 4:30 • 7pm
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE
TO THE SOUND EXPERIENCE.
Featuring Jon Sheffield as DJ, 
Every Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat, 10pm-2am 
Every Sunday, 5-9 pm  
Traditional Jazz
with Scott Wrights new jazz group 
“4 really hip guys. ”
1000Higuera S t  541-1911
L A R G E P IZ Z A  49*
Studying for Fini^s?
Nero’s is the Answer!
(Open until midnight during finals week)
® PASTAS
BAKED IN HOTMOZZARELA CHEESE
® HOT & COLD ITALIAN SUBS 
® MIXED ANTIPASTOS & SALAD 
® BEER & WINE
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
CALL 543-1114
________Mour>: Sum i< i\-1hur»d j>  I I  j .m . -11 f .m . ;  It h L i  - S a iu rJa s  I I  4.m .-1 a .m .
10 11 MoniorcN • Sui I Ohi>p»«, i  A MO I
(l.tHJti 'ii O ir iA tU  A l ta i ' s  Iron» I l»v C o u ’rilitMiM »
j  4 » I I / I » * «
B  Thursday. August 21,1986 Summer Mustang
MUSTANG DAILY
_ Watch for it this fall. .
DIVESTMENT
VALUABLE COUPON
2 DINNERS 
FOR ONLY $5.00
Choose form Plate A, Plate B, com bo Plate, or any dinner entree  
served w / steam ed rice. Not valid w/ other specials
expires: 9/10/86
FREE DELIVERY!
(m inim um  order- $8.50)
973 Foothill Blvd. #5 - -  - P H O P  2nd Location Com ing Soon: 
Next to Burger King O ^ I - V / n U r  245 Pom eroy-PIsm o Beach
From page 1
“ If they (the Foundation) 
divest right away they could be 
lucky or unlucky depending on 
the current market values,” said 
Duncan. “ For example, right
now the market is off 6 percent 
what it was a couple of months 
ago. If they have 18 months to 
divest they can get the best 
money for their investments.” 
Duncan said the period of 18
WALKER-LEWIS
F U H N I T U R E  R E N T A L S ..... 544-0132
months was chosen because it is 
a “ good period of time to be able 
to tie sales to gains.” He added, 
“ Eighteen months will allow the 
Foundation time to gain good 
prospects for their investment.”
Duncan said that although his 
firm has not recently en­
countered many organizations 
interested in divesting from 
businesses operating in South 
Africa, universities such as Cal 
Poly are reassessing previous 
decisions made about the issue. 
“ There is a greater sensitivity in 
the universi ty system for 
divestment especially since the 
U.C. Regents’ decision,” said 
Duncan, referring to the recent 
University of California Board of
The 18-month 
period is supposed 
to allow time to 
reinvest wisely.
Regents’ decision to completely 
divest their holdings in South 
Africa.
After the Aug. 8 meeting with 
Duncan, the chairman of the 
Foundation investment commit­
tee, Howard West, announced 
that the Cal Poly Foundation 
Board of Directors will review a 
proposal of divestment of stocks 
during an 18-month period star­
ting from the date of the board 
action initiating divestment.
In opposition to West’s pro­
posal that the Foundation divest 
during 18 months, members of 
the Cal Poly Committee Against 
Apartheid are asking for im­
mediate action against apartheid 
as opposed to a long-term 
divestment plan.
D R O P IN ..
See W hat The  
B ookstore O ffers:
Huge A ssortm ent of G eneral Reading Books, 
Cal Poly Souvenirs,
Photo  Supplies, P rocessing, Film,
Cal Poly C lothing,
C alculators, C om puters,
Gifts, M agazines, Snacks,
H ealth & Beauty Aids,
Art Supplies, Free Gift W rapping, 
and lots of o ther good things.
M ost item s a t d iscoun t prices.
Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday 7 : 4 5 a m -4 :0 0 P M
IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING
I  I  (  I  *  *  i
